


of Blind Lane before heading North up Taverham Road. This element of diversion alone turns a
0.5km journey into a 3km journey, into a residential settlement recently permitted to increase by
an additional 800 houses. The nature of the traffic would cause disturbance and safety risks
around the clock due to the unsociable hours of agricultural activity.
The route then follows to the base of Honingham Lane and proceeds West to Telegraph Hill and
the Broadway. At this point the access is to the western periphery of the . There is no road
link to the house, yard and main area of the . A new farm track (to HGV standards) would
be required for 750m along the edge of a field to link the Broadway to Weston Road, which can
then run down into Ringland village.
This extra loop adds 3.4km of journey of which 750m would be a new track and the rest is narrow
roads and the centre of Ringland village. If Honingham Lane remained open for private use with
controlled access the route would be 1.1km and the village would be avoided.
Total route length 9.5km and not currently possible
Route 2b â€“ 8.0km
An alternative to the above, but with the traffic heading east at the base of Honingham Lane to
follow the Weston Road to Ringland Road, to Costessey Lane and Field Road.
It is important to note that this option utilises the problem area of Ringland Hills where narrow
roads, steep gradient and high banks, overhanging tree canopies make the road very difficult to
navigate with farm machinery and HGV's.
This route brings traffic to the extreme eastern periphery of the  and is shown as 8km long.
In fact, the route to the house/yard and centre of the  requires a further 1.8km of journey
along these lanes and, crucially, through the village of Ringland.
Total Route length 9.8km.
SUMMARY
HE's proposals result in:
1. More farm traffic mixed in with local traffic, which will be concentrated due to closures
2. Longer routes meaning more safety issues, disturbance, road time and significant fuel cost let
alone air pollution from farm machinery
3. Routes that will put all farm traffic through the centre of Ringland Village
4. Routes that will put all farm traffic through Ringland Hills
5. Farm traffic to be pushed to the village Easton straight past the historic Church and near the
proposed developments and interacting with FEP traffic.
The current route up Blind Lane, Taverham Road and Honingham Lane is 5km from A to B in a
near direct route, avoiding Church Lane, Easton Church, Ringland Hills, the Broadway and totally
avoiding Ringland village. It is also unaffected by the proposed NWL and associated road
closures.
The total closure of Honingham Lane is objected to and the respondent wishes for the applicant
to reconsider its appraisal of the possible post construction routes, gain a better understanding of
the highways network on the ground and cease promoting a plan that adds to journey times, local
network congestion and pushes traffic into residential areas.
The respondent supports the restriction of traffic through Honingham Lane to those parties
requiring it for direct access to their property. It is vital that Honingham Lane remain physically
passable to all vehicles needing to access the . The respondent is willing to work
with HE to develop a scheme to secure their continued use of Honingham Lane whilst excluding
public traffic, thus helping to safeguard the residents of Ringland village from congestion and rat
running.




